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Abstract8

DRAT is the standard proof format used in the SAT Competition. It is easy to generate but checking9

proofs often takes even more time than solving the problem. An alternative is to use the LRAT10

proof system. While LRAT is easier and way more efficient to check, it is more complex to generate11

directly. Due to this complexity LRAT is not supported natively by any state-of-the-art SAT solver.12

Therefore Carneiro and Heule proposed the mixed proof format FRAT which still suffers from13

costly intermediate translation. We present an extension to the state-of-the-art solver CaDiCaL14

which is able to generate LRAT natively for all procedures implemented in CaDiCaL. We further15

present Lrat-Trim, a tool which not only trims and checks LRAT proofs in both ASCII and binary16

format but also produces clausal cores and has been tested thoroughly. Our experiments on recent17

competition benchmarks show that our approach reduces time of proof generation and certification18

substantially compared to competing approaches using intermediate DRAT or FRAT proofs.19
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1 Introduction27

Proof production became an essential part in SAT solving. For instance, unsatisfiable problems28

only count as solved in the SAT Competition if a certifiable proof is provided. Proofs do29

increase trust in solving results by providing certificates that can be checked independently.30

To increase trust even further proof checkers can also be entirely verified [6, 16].31

In the past the only format allowed in the SAT Competition was DRAT [23], even though32

the SAT Competition 2023 announced to allow additional formats. However, checking DRAT33

proofs often takes several times the amount of solving time. The problem with DRAT is34

that the format is not detailed enough to avoid search during checking. Both the solver and35

the checker have to propagate clauses (actually using similar data structures). To reduce36

this overhead (and simplify verification) all verified proof checkers expect an enriched format.37

The DRAT proof is augmented and converted by an (untrusted) external program into such38

an enriched format, e.g., LRAT [6] or GRAT [16], which contains enough information to39

avoid search and can then be checked easily by the verified proof checker.40

On top of the actual clause contents (its literals) the LRAT [6] format requires the41

following additional information: (i) clause identifiers (ids) are used to reference clauses and42

to make clause deletion steps more concise; (ii) clause antecedent ids used in the resolution43
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chain when deriving an added clause through reverse unit propagation (RUP) [12], i.e., as44

asymmetric tautology (AT) [14]; (iii) the ID and further resolution paths to refute the45

resolvent of the added clause with all clauses containing a RAT (blocking) literal in case the46

added clause relies on the stronger resolution asymmetric tautology (RAT) property [15].47

These RAT literals would be needed to model more powerful reasoning (such as blocked48

clause addition or symmetry breaking etc.) but neither our SAT solver CaDiCaL [4] nor49

any top performing SAT solver in the SAT Competition over the last 2 years actually used50

such reasoning. Therefore, our efforts to extend CaDiCaL did not need to address the full51

power of RAT and we can focus on producing “LRUP” proofs, i.e., reverse-unit-propagation52

(RUP) proofs, but still need to augment these proofs with ids and resolution chains.53

A similar attempt [1] by Carneiro and Heule led to a new proof format, FRAT, that sits54

between LRAT (because it allows for justifications) and DRAT (because it still allows steps55

without justification). Their aim was to fill out most “gaps” and leave “harder” to implement56

cases as black box to be filled in by an (untrusted) proof checker, i.e., by their FRAT-rs tool57

used to convert an FRAT proof to a fully justified LRAT proof. In a recent paper [18] this58

limitation of the FRAT producing CaDiCaL [1] forced a parallel proof-producing version of59

the award winning SAT solver Mallob to deactivate all steps not covered by FRAT, i.e.,60

most inprocessing, as native LRAT proof generation is needed.61

In this tool paper, we present an extension of our SAT solver CaDiCaL [4] to generate62

the richer LRAT format directly. Our focus is on three different aspects: (A) producing63

LRAT proofs for all solver configurations on all benchmarks, (B) comparable performance64

and, further, (C) making sure the solver behaves the same with/without proof generation.65

Our goal (A) lead us to reimplement LRAT generation in the conflict analysis and all66

inprocessing techniques of CaDiCaL, some of which were not covered in the FRAT [1]67

producing implementation, such as equivalent literal subsumption (Section 3).68

Like other SAT solvers, CaDiCaL generates a vast number of proof steps from which at69

the end, a significant fraction turns out to be unnecessary for the derivation of the empty70

clause. Thus most tools that process DRAT or FRAT will trim these unnecessary steps71

from the proof. However, we are not aware of a tool that does this for LRAT. Therefore we72

implemented a new tool called Lrat-Trim to trim proofs down and improve the performance73

of checking the proof with the verified checker Cake_Lpr [21] (Section 4).74

To validate robustness of our approach we extended CaDiCaL to internally check75

LRAT proofs too and fuzzed the extended solver. This allowed us to use the model-based76

tester Mobical (which comes with CaDiCaL) to find, debug, and fix bugs much more77

efficiently. We further ran the extended new solver on the unsatisfiable problems from the78

SAT Competition 2022. We observed (almost) no slow-down without proof production (0.3%)79

and only a small slow-down for producing LRAT (5%). Proof checking performance was80

improved considerably compared to the two competing approaches DRAT and FRAT (see81

Section 5). Checking (and producing) our LRAT proofs has an overhead of 30% over pure82

solving, compared to 125% for FRAT and 180% in the SAT Competition mode (i.e., slower83

than producing them). Without negligible overhead over plain solving with CaDiCaL, we84

managed to check proofs faster than they are produced for a state-of-the-art SAT solver.85

Our CaDiCaL extension is available at https://github.com/florianpollitt/radical86

and will shortly be merged into the main CaDiCaL repository. Note that a preliminary87

version of this paper was presented at the MBMV workshop [19] as work in progress.88

Compared to that shorter version, we have improved and present Lrat-Trim, give an89

extensive evaluation on the entire problem set of the SAT Competition 2022 (not just a90

single problem) and in general provide more details on the implementation.91

https://github.com/florianpollitt/radical
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2 Preliminaries92

For an introduction to SAT solving please refer to the Handbook of Satisfiability [5]. In our93

context it is sufficient to recall that SAT solvers build a partial assignment and along the94

way learn new clauses preserving satisfiability until either the assignment satisfies all clauses95

or the empty clause is derived, meaning that the problem is unsatisfiable.96

A DRAT [23] proof is the sequence of all clauses learned (or in general deduced) by the97

SAT solver interleaved with clause deletion steps, which are used to help the proof checker98

to focus on the same clauses the solver would see at this point of the proof. This design99

principle helps DRAT [23] to easily capture all techniques currently used by SAT solvers100

without the need to provide more complex justification e.g. in the form of resolution chains.101

The LRAT [6] proof format has more detailed information: Each clause is associated102

with a clause identifier and claimed to be the result of resolving/propagating several clauses103

in the given order. The list of antecedent clause ids forms a justification and is part of such104

an addition step in LRAT. In the rest of the paper we focus on finding these justification.105

3 Implementation106

The LRAT extension to CaDiCaL was implemented by the first author as part of his master107

project and proceeded in four stages: First, the internal proof checker in CaDiCaL for108

DRAT clauses was extended to produce LRAT proofs, which is quite inefficient but can109

still be enabled through the --lrat-external option. Second, a separate internal LRAT110

checker was added to CaDiCaL to validate proofs on-the-fly while running the solver. Third,111

we implemented LRAT production for CaDiCaL without any inprocessing. Finally, all112

different inprocessing techniques were instrumented to generate LRAT proof chains directly.113

Thanks to the second stage, proofs could be validated on-the-fly, dramatically reducing the114

implementation effort (particularly for debugging). The implementation of these four stages115

took around two months in total but the last two stages only two weeks.116

The resolution chain for justifying a new clause can be computed alongside normal CDCL117

search with little computational overhead but clause minimization and shrinking are a bit118

more involved (Section 3.1). Proof production in preprocessing and inprocessing were of119

varying degree of difficulty. The most interesting inprocessing technique from this point of120

view is equivalent literal substitution which we discuss in Section 3.2.121

3.1 Conflict Analysis122

Most clauses derived by a SAT solver originate from clauses learned during conflict analysis.123

When the solver finds a mismatch between the current partial assignment and the clauses,124

i.e., a conflicting clause which is falsified, then this conflict is analyzed and a clause is learned125

which forces the solver to adjust the partial assignment. In the standard implementation of126

conflict analysis the learned clause is derived by resolving individual reason clauses in reverse127

assignment order, starting with the conflicting clause, which in turn immediately gives the128

necessary justification for the (non-minimized first UIP [24]) learned clause.129

We have adapted our code to generate chains for various technique relying on conflict130

analysis such as hyper binary resolution [13] and vivification [17]. It is crucial to distinguish131

between techniques that eliminate false literals (thus, necessitating an extension of the proof132

chain) and those that do not.133

One recent addition to improve conflict analysis is the concept of “shrinking” [9,10] which134

can be interpreted as a more advanced version of “minimization” [8]. Minimization only135

SAT 2023
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removes literals from the learned clause following resolution paths in the implication graph,136

but does not add any literals. The additional idea in shrinking is to continue trying to resolve137

literals on a particular decision level until all but one (the first UIP on that level) is left,138

however, without being allowed to add literals from a lower decision level.139

Our approach differs from the FRAT flow [1]. Their solver performs a post-process140

analysis of the final learned clause Cmini+shrink to rediscover the necessary propagation by141

traversing the implication graph, which repeats conflict analysis work. In contrast, we split142

the justification process into two parts. First, we derive the justification for the clause CUIP143

alongside conflict analysis with little to no overhead. Then, we derive the missing resolution144

steps between CUIP and the shrunken and minimized clause Cmini+shrink as a post-process145

analysis. We identify literals that differ and add the required reason clauses. Although we146

still traverse parts of the implication graph, we avoid repeating the conflict analysis.147

Our Algorithm 1 shows the postprocessing step only. The first step has already derived148

the justification ChainUIP for the first UIP clause Coriginal from conflict analysis. Our149

postprocessing step calculates the justification chain in Chainmini+shrink . For each removed150

literal L (in Coriginal but not in Cshrunken), we extend the chain with additional justification151

steps (Line 3).152

The function calculate_LRAT_Chain(L) (Line 5) extends the chains with the required153

reason and preserves the resolution order. It goes recursively over all literals of the reasons154

and extends the chain with the reason. If the function reaches a previously used reason155

(already_added), it can stop the analysis to avoid duplicated reasons in the chain. Our156

calculation stops when we reach literals that appear in Cshrunken (L ̸∈ Chainnew). After157

calculating the justification chain for minimization and shrink, we merge the two chains158

ChainUIP and Chainnew (Line 4). Starting with an empty chain provides a valid proof when159

removing unit literals during both phases.160

Data: currently build LRAT chain ChainUIP
Data: the clause before Coriginal and after minimization and shrinking Cshrunken
Result: resulting LRAT chain Chainfull

1 foreach literal L in Coriginal do
2 if L not in Cshrunken then
3 calculate_LRAT_Chain(L)

4 Chainfull := Chainmini+shrink + ChainUIP

5 calculate_LRAT_Chain (Literal K)

6 C := reason of K in the current assignment

7 foreach Literal L in C different from K do
8 already_added := reason of L in Chainmini+shrink

9 if ¬already_added and L ̸∈ Cshrunken then
10 calculate_LRAT_Chain(L)

11 append C to Chainmini+shrink

Algorithm 1 Recursively calculating the prefix LRAT chain for shrinking and minimizing.
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Our approach can potentially lead to duplicated unit clauses: We add unit clauses to the161

chain during conflict analysis. We can guarantee no duplicates here, but the same unit clause162

might also be added during post process analysis, which means it is actually needed earlier163

in Chainmini+shrink and we could remove it from ChainUIP . Note that this cannot happen164

for larger clauses since they can appear at most once as a reason for some assignment. Since165

removing these unit clauses afterwards would be rather costly, we actually collect unit clauses166

separately and put them at the start of the merged chain after the post process analysis for167

Cshrunken is finished. Like this, we can avoid duplicates and still get a correct justification168

chain for Cshrunken.169

3.2 Equivalence Literal Substitution170

While the justification process for clauses derived during variable elimination and other171

preprocessing techniques that rely on propagation and conflict analysis is similar to normal172

learning, producing LRAT proof justifications for equivalent literal substitution [5] is more173

involved.174

Equivalent literal substitution detects and replaces equivalent literals by a chosen repre-175

sentative. For example, if the problem includes the three clauses (¬A ∨ B), (¬B ∨ C) and176

(¬C ∨ A) we know that A, B and C are equivalent and we can replace all occurrences of177

either literal by one of the others. As is common we use Tarjan’s algorithm [22] to detect178

cycles in the graph spanned by the binary clauses (i.e., the binary implication graph) and179

fix a representative for each cycle [5]. In the DRAT proof we can simply dump all changed180

clauses and delete the old ones.181

For LRAT we have to produce the resolution chains. After fixing representatives, proof182

chains have to be produced for every changed clause separately. We derive the justification for183

each changed or removed literal, similarly as for the shrunken clause in conflict analysis 3.1.184

Fixing the representative is a rather arbitrary choice (the smallest absolute value in this185

implementation). We considered changing this to the first visited literal during DFS in186

Tarjan’s Algorithm, in order to allow reusing some computation and potentially shorten187

proofs, but in the end decided against changing solver behavior.188

4 Trimming LRAT proofs189

In preliminary experiments we observed that the FRAT flow [1] produced significantly smaller190

proofs. FRAT-rs trims the proof during translation to LRAT, i.e., it omits clauses that are191

not needed to derive the empty clause, allowing for much more efficient proof checking. We192

concluded that we needed a tool to do such trimming on LRAT directly in order to obtain193

an efficient pure LRAT proof generation and checking flow.194

Even though trimming is effective, it is not obvious how to cheaply achieve such reduction195

for DRAT proofs because dependencies between proof steps are lacking. Luckily, in LRAT196

these dependencies are explicit. Therefore we implemented Lrat-Trim [2], an open-source197

LRAT proof trimming and checking tool. It often reduces proofs by a factor of 2 to 3, again198

emphasizing how many useless clauses a SAT solver actually derives during search.199

Trimming LRAT proofs consists of a backward reachability analysis starting from the200

empty clause towards the clauses of the original CNF, marking reached clauses as needed.201

Clauses unmarked after this traversal are redundant and can be trimmed. This algorithm is202

implemented by depth first search (DFS) along antecedent clauses in justification chains.203

It also determines the last usage of each clause ID and remaps original clause ids to a204

consecutive ID range. On completion we can dump the proofs back to a file in a forward205

SAT 2023
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manner, only writing needed clauses and their antecedents and skipping redundant clauses.206

While doing this we can eagerly mark clauses once they are not used anymore.207

Before starting to write proof lines, we check whether there are redundant original clauses208

and if so write a single deletion line with all unused original clause ids. This minimizes the209

life-span of clauses in the trimmed LRAT proof, both for added and original clauses. Note210

that Lrat-Trim, in contrast to DRAT-Trim, does not require access to the original CNF211

nor looks at literals of clauses to trim proofs.212

We also implemented a checking mode in Lrat-Trim which, given the original CNF213

and an LRAT proof, checks that the resolution chains of added clauses can be resolved to214

produce the claimed clauses. It also checks that clauses are not used after they are deleted215

in a deletion step. This checking mode comes in two flavors. The default is to first trim216

the clauses with the trimming algorithm described above and only check needed clauses.217

Alternatively Lrat-Trim supports forward checking, which checks added clauses on-the-fly218

during parsing and in particular allows to delete clauses in deletion steps eagerly.219

On the one hand, forward checking reduces maximum memory usage to at most that of220

the solving process, whereas backward checking needs to keep the whole proof in memory221

which is usually much more than maximum usage during solving. On the other hand, forward222

checking substantially increases checking time, as all clauses have to be checked without223

trimming information, irrespective of being needed or not.224

During the development of Lrat-Trim substantial effort went into making parsing as225

fast and robust as possible and also provide meaningful error messages during parsing and226

checking. The parsing code amounts to roughly 900 lines of C code out of 2400 lines for the227

whole tool (including comments but formatted with ClangFormat).228

All three proof formats (DRAT, FRAT and LRAT) have a binary version. We implemented229

the binary format for LRAT (both in CaDiCaL and in Lrat-Trim) which is only supported230

by CLRAT [7], a formally verified checker for LRAT using ACL2. We are grateful to Peter231

Lammich who provided us a tool that converts LRAT proofs (with some extra requirements232

on proofs) to GRAT [16] that his checker can check. However, GRAT is stricter as duplicate233

or extraneous ids are not allowed. We leave it to future work to produce stricter proofs.234

5 Experiments235

While checking for our extensions not to change solver behavior with and without proof236

generation, i.e., validating (C), we realized that two changes to the solver became necessary.237

First, scheduling of garbage collection during bounded-variable elimination depends on the238

number of bytes allocated for clauses, which changed with LRAT proof generation, as clauses239

require an ID and thus became larger. Therefore, our CaDiCaL extension always uses240

clause ids, which is not expected to have major impact on performance nor memory usage.241

The second change is due to the way conflicts were derived in equivalent literal detection.242

Originally detection was aborted on such a conflict, which we now simply delay until detection243

finishes. Then the conflicting literal is propagated to yield a proper LRAT proof.244

Our goal (A) of being able to always generate correct proofs was tested by intensive245

fuzzing of our solver, proof generation, and proof checking. We attempted to apply the246

same approach to the FRAT extension of CaDiCaL [1] but immediately experienced failing247

proofs, due to several reasons, particularly with respect to handling unit clauses in the input248

CNF. We also observed that chains often listed the same clause id multiple times. Reducing249

these occurrences might lead to a substantial speedup, since justifying one literal can pull in250

several more clauses (e.g., if some of the literals have been removed by minimization).251
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Figure 1 Performance on unsatisfiable instances from the SAT Competition 2022.

After fuzzing, we ran our LRAT flow on the problems of the SAT Competition 2022 and252

found three issues: (i) Cake_Lpr did not accept some input files, because they contained253

trailing empty lines, which we then removed manually; (ii) Cake_Lpr requires a very large254

amount of memory (around the size of the proof file); (iii) one node of the cluster showed255

irregular behavior, when many proofs were written to the temporary disk at the same time,256

which lead to corrupted proof files resulting in an Lrat-Trim error. Reducing the number of257

jobs per node fixed this issue and we did not discover any further problem with the generated258

proofs, validating (A) and showing again the effectiveness of fuzzing.259

To compare performance, i.e., showing that we achieved (B), of our extended version260

to the base version of CaDiCaL (added clause ids taking up space without being used),261

we let both versions write generated proofs to /dev/null in order to ensure that we do262

not introduce any bias due to file I/O limits as LRAT proofs exceed DRAT proofs in size263

substantially. This yielded an average overhead of 5% for our new LRAT proof production264

versus DRAT in base CaDiCaL.265

For the remaining empirical analysis we have chosen to focus on the 127 benchmarks from266

the SAT Competition 2022, which were shown to be unsatisfiable during the competition.267

First, we tried to determine how much proofs can be reduced with our new tool Lrat-Trim.268

It turns out, that some proofs were reduced to one percent, i.e., 99% of the output is not269

useful for deriving the contradiction. These problems stem from the sudoku-N30 family. In270

other proofs 80% and more clauses are needed – most of these problems have a short runtime271
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(around 200 s), contain a large amount of fixed variables and accordingly many clauses are272

simplified by removing these units, where each removal contributes a proof step.273

In order to determine the performance of our new solving and checking flow, we compared274

the following three workflows: (i) the (competition) DRAT workflow, i.e., generating the275

DRAT proof, converting it to LRAT with DRAT-Trim, then checking that proof; (ii) the276

FRAT workflow, i.e., generating the FRAT proof, converting it to LRAT with FRAT-rs,277

then checking it; (iii) our new LRAT flow including generating, trimming, and checking the278

proof. All workflows use binary proof formats, except for feeding Cake_Lpr at the end.279

We also ported the FRAT extensions [1] to the newest CaDiCaL version, but did not280

try to fix any issues. Nevertheless, we ran the ported version (see Figure 1a) which is now281

able to use the latest heuristics used in CaDiCaL, except for shrinking which had to be282

deactivated as it is not supported by the original FRAT code [1].283

The first observation we can make is that the overhead of trimming and proof checking284

is quite consistent among our configurations, but wildly differs for FRAT: If many clauses285

without justification are used for the proof, the translation needs a lot of search – although,286

as expected, less than using the conversion to DRAT(see Figure 5a in appendix).287

To our surprise, we observed several timeouts though. They all seem to origin from288

one family submitted by AWS in 2022, where solving took less than 600 s, but elaboration289

(translation) never finishes. In comparison, DRAT-Trim also needs a very long time (6 000 s),290

but stays well below the time limit. It is unclear what the problem is and thus we tested one291

instance aws-c-common:aws_priority_queue_s_sift_either on a (twice as fast) computer292

where it took nearly 10 h to convert the 400 MB FRAT proof to a 3.8 GB LRAT proof. We293

have reported the issue on GitHub,1 but have not heard back yet.294

A comparison of Lrat-Trim with FRAT-rs in both normal mode and super strict mode295

is shown in Figure 1c. We used the feature of our extended version of CaDiCaL to generate296

proofs both in LRAT and in FRAT, where in FRAT, every step is properly justified. The297

results show that Lrat-Trim scales much better than FRAT-rs, although there was a bug298

which we reported that made FRAT-rs significantly slower when not using the super strict299

mode. Furthermore, Lrat-Trim can also check proofs directly and it turns out that the300

additional overhead of this (untrusted) checking compared to parsing and trimming is small.301

Overall, our new LRAT proof flow performs best, with reasonably small overhead on302

solving. To ease visual comparison, we printed all different configurations into a single graph303

(Figure 1d). The fastest option is (of course) “no-checking” but our new method is not too far304

behind. Figure 2 shows that the overhead (cost) of proof checking compared to not checking305

any proofs. Our approach performs best taking only 30% more time than pure solving. The306

existing competing approaches are much slower with DRAT incurring an overhead of 180%307

and FRAT still requiring 125% more time than solving, i.e., both more than doubling overall308

certification time, while our approach has faster checking than solving.309

As a sanity check, we also tested our LRAT proof flow using the default shrinking (see310

Fig 3). We observed that our new approach remains faster compared to the FRAT proof311

flow, confirming our initial findings.312

6 Conclusion313

We have implemented native LRAT proof production in our SAT solver CaDiCaL. Even314

though direct production of LRAT proofs slows down the solver slightly this loss is by far315

1 https://github.com/digama0/frat/issues/18

https://github.com/digama0/frat/issues/18
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offset by the reduction in proof checking time, both compared to DRAT and FRAT proofs.316

At the end our certification flow adds only 30% overhead compared to pure solving while317

other approaches take more than twice the time for certification.318

It might be interesting to apply this work to recent results on distributed proof generation319

in the context of the cloud solver Mallob [18] as well as our multi-core solver in Gim-320

satul [11]. We also see the question of how to handle clause ids for virtual binary clauses as321

a technical challenge. Such clauses occur in both Gimsatul [11] and the state-of-the-art322

sequential solver kissat [3].323
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A More experiments421

In this appendix we present some additional plots which did not fit into the main part of the422

paper, might shed more light on some of the experimental data, but we do not consider to423

be essential.424
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Figure 4 Trimming reduction of the ASCII proof files on solved unsatisfiable instances from the
SAT Competition 2022.
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